STATEMENT DA‐252

EFFECTIVE EVANGELISM
The Presumptuousness of Atheism

by Paul Copan

Atheist Antony Flew has said that the ʺonus of proof must lie upon the theist.ʺ1 Unless compelling reasons for God’s
existence can be given, there is the ʺpresumption of atheism.ʺ Another atheist, Michael Scriven, considers the lack of
evidence for God’s existence and the lack of evidence for Santa Claus on the same level.2 However, the presumption of
atheism actually turns out to be presumptuousness. The Christian must remember that the atheist also shares the
burden of proof, which I will attempt to demonstrate below.
First, even if the theist could not muster good arguments for God’s existence, atheism still would not be shown to be
true.3 The outspoken atheist Kai Nielsen recognizes this: ʺTo show that an argument is invalid or unsound is not to
show that the conclusion of the argument is false.... All the proofs of God’s existence may fail, but it still may be the
case that God exists.ʺ4
Second, the ʺpresumption of atheismʺ demonstrates a rigging of the rules of philosophical debate in order to play into
the hands of the atheist, who himself makes a truth claim. Alvin Plantinga correctly argues that the atheist does not
treat the statements ʺGod existsʺ and ʺGod does not existʺ in the same manner.5 The atheist assumes that if one has no
evidence for God’s existence, then one is obligated to believe that God does not exist — whether or not one has
evidence against God’s existence. What the atheist fails to see is that atheism is just as much a claim to know
something (ʺGod does not existʺ) as theism (ʺGod existsʺ). Therefore, the atheist’s denial of God’s existence needs just
as much substantiation as does the theist’s claim; the atheist must give plausible reasons for rejecting God’s
existence.
Third, in the absence of evidence for God’s existence, agnosticism, not atheism, is the logical presumption. Even if
arguments for God’s existence do not persuade, atheism should not be presumed because atheism is not neutral; pure
agnosticism is. Atheism is justified only if there is sufficient evidence against God’s existence.
Fourth, to place belief in Santa Claus or mermaids and belief in God on the same level is mistaken. The issue is not
that we have no good evidence for these mythical entities; rather, we have strong evidence that the y do not exist.
Absence of evidence is not at all the same as evidence of absence, which some atheists fail to see.
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Moreover, the theist can muster credible reasons for belief in God. For example, one can argue that the contingency of
the universe — in light of Big Bang cosmology, the expanding universe, and the second law of thermodynamics
(which implies that the universe has been ʺwound upʺ and will eventually die a heat death) — demonstrates that the
cosmos has not always been here. It could not have popped into existence uncaused, out of absolutely nothing,
because we know that whatever begins to exist has a cause. A powerful First Cause like the God of theism plausibly
answers the question of the universe’s origin. Also, the fine‐tunedness of the universe — with complexly balanced
conditions that seem tailored for life — points to the existence of an intelligent Designer.
The existence of objective morality provides further evidence for belief in God. If widow‐burning or genocide is
really wrong and not just cultural, then it is difficult to account for this universally binding morality, with its sense of
ʺoughtness,ʺ on strictly naturalistic terms. (Most people can be convinced that the difference between Adolf Hitler
and Mother Teresa is not simply cultural.) These and other reasons demonstrate that the believer is being quite
rational — not presumptuous — in embracing belief in God.
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